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Over the years, the world has witnessed a rapid introduction 

of many cryptocurrency tokens and there has been an 

uprising of numerous exchange platforms where investors 

buy and exchange their coins for diverse coins at less 

transaction fees. With the increasing need to exchange one 

token for the other, there has been a series of exploitation due 

to high fees charged during the process of coin exchange. It is 

against this backdrop that the experts of FastCoin Group 

developed a utility token called CoinsFee, which will serve as a 

game-changer and a great revolution in the crypto industry. 

CoinsFee will provide users with a seamless experience 

through its centralized exchange. The CoinsFee will serve as a 

medium of payment for operational costs, such as when you 

buy, sell, swap. etc. The FastCoin Exchange will be the best 

platform to exchange all manner of crypto and is cost-

effective as it gives investors access to all services at a 

reduced rate.

However, this whitepaper fully gives insight into why the 

FastCoin Exchange remains reliable and affordable to buy and 

exchange cryptocurrency of all types using the CoinsFee, a 

utility token that will powers FastCoin Exchange. It was 

developed using the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) that is 

characterized by high transaction capacity and low 

transaction fees that allow investors to save more money.
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INTRODUCTION

The world experienced a turnaround in the financial system 

In 2008 when Satoshi Nakamoto presented his idea in a 

whitepaper that led to the birth of bitcoin. Since then, there 

has been the emergence of diverse coins around the world. 

The growing interest and desire by the world populace 

brought about the need for a faster and reliable source to 

buy all manners of coins. There have been some existing 

exchange platforms that are more expensive and not too 

reliable platforms to buy and exchange coins. This is why the 

professionals of FastCoin Group came up with a platform 

that will enable users to pay fewer fees when doing daily 

operations on FastCoin Exchange.

FastCoin group is a team that comprises various specialists 

in the blockchain and cryptocurrency space, with a 

combined experience of over ten years. This team of experts 

have gone deep in bringing to every investor in 

cryptocurrency around the globe an avenue where they will 

be able to buy different coins on the FastCoin Exchange 

platform using the CoinsFee as a medium of payment at very 

low transactional fees.
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OUR VISION

Our Vision is to be a platform that users will trust while 

providing good and professional quality service at a low cost 

to the end-user.

We intend to achieve this through the provision of a medium 

of payment that is quite better than the options used by 

other exchanges.

OUR MISSION

Our mission is to give users of our platforms an avenue where

they have unlimited access to various discounts using our utility

token  CoinsFee.
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The FastCoin Group has been in operation since April  

2020, offering users fast and secure delivery of all major  

Cryptocurrencies in more than 180 countries and 43 local 

currencies through the FastCoin Express platform, the 

group also developed a utility token that will be personal 

to their exchange platform which is CoinsFee. 

CoinsFee utility token will be used to pay fees on the 

FastCoin Exchange ensuring a reduced rate giving the 

buyers more purchasing power. 
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WORKING OF FASTCOIN.EXPRESS

The FastCoin express is the first of its kind that enables fast and

reliable cryptocurrency transactions. With FastCoin Express, users 

can buy their desired coin with just a few clicks and receive them 

in minutes, which is faster than the average market time. 

With 5 years of exchange market experience in cryptocurrency; 

fast transactions,  security and the safety of users takes priority to 

the professionals of FastCoin Express. With FastCoin Express, 

users can save more on a hassle-free platform, with the lowest 

market rate and fastest delivery times. 

To FastCoin Express, the users are always winners.

FastCoin Express gives users a seamless expression while 

operating on the platform.
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PROBLEMS

The problems that are associated with the existing 

exchange  platforms are as follows;

v High cost of transactions: Buyers of cryptocurrencies 

tend to spend more on the platforms of the existing 

exchanges since their platform charges high fees for all

operations.

v Slow exchange process: The existing platforms delay in 

their settling of coin exchange even after payments have 

been made as it takes hours for the buyers to get their 

coins in their wallets.

v Reliability: The existing platforms are not too 

reliable and their applications are not user-

friendly.
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• CoinsFee will offer customers affordable fees as it reduces the 

extra costs that other exchange platforms are charging.

• FastCoin Exchange will enable users when using CoinsFee to 

save up to 75% on transaction charges, the more you use 

CoinsFee, the more money you save.

• FastCoin Express uses third party 

partners to process payment and 

send liquidity. Buyers can receive 

their chosen coins in their wallet 

within minutes after payment.

• The experts of the FastCoin group will provide a reliable token 

utility platform where buyers and sellers can make payment for 

all the coins that are listed on the FastCoin exchange by 

providing a user-friendly mobile application that operates on 

both Android and IOS devices.

• FastCoin Exchange will include unique features such as OTC 

trading, Maker & Taker trading, future trading, swaps, Staking 

etc.

SOLUTIONS OFFERED BY COINSFEE
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v CoinsFee is property of FASTCOIN OÜ company number 

(14748908) registered at Harju Maakond, Tallinn, Kesklinna 

Linnaosa, Juhkentali tn 8, 10132 - Estonia.

v All trademarks and copyrights belong to their respective owners.

v CoinsFee is a utility token that was developed by the experts of 

FastCoin Group to power the FastCoin Exchange.

v The token was created to be a utility token for FastCoin 

Exchange which will allow users to pay fewer fees when doing 

daily operations.

v CoinsFee was developed using BEP-20 Binance Smart Chain 

(BSC) with high liquidity and low transaction fees to allow their 

buyers to save more money. The token is governed by a 

dedicated system of smart contracts, which promotes security 

and transparency. Users can access the smart contract 

using https://bscscan.com/token/0x1ec3bb50d5f315524c70e6

d2124cedcde232ad68

v By using the CoinsFee, FastCoin Exchange will enable users to 

save up to 75% on transaction charges. This implies that the 

more the user uses the utility token when exchanging 

on FastCoin, the more they save money and have higher 

purchasing power.

COINSFEE ECOSYSTEM
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TECHNOLOGY STACK BEHIND COINSFEE

1.     Blockchain Technology
A blockchain is an electronic distributed ledger that records every 

transaction computed on the network without the interference of a 

central authority. It is a kind of data structure that is secure, 

cryptography-based, and distributed across networks.

Main pillars of Blockchain Technology that drew Significant attention

1. Immutable ledger

2. Distributed ledger technology

3. Smart contracts

Benefits of blockchain technology

• It provides an equal opportunity to access information to every market 

participant

• Reduces the risk of transactions

• Blockchain decentralization ensures data safety

• Global accessibility

• It allows us to digitize any kind of asset.

• Digital tokens are a safeguard of ownership

• Increased transparency

• Accurate tracking

• Permanent ledger

• Cost reduction

FastCoin Group came up with the idea of developing a utility token that 

will make a difference in the market. The token name is CoinsFee (FEE)
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TECHNOLOGY STACK BEHIND COINSFEE

2.    Binance Smart Chain 
Binance Smart Chain is one of the dynamic and potential blockchain 

networks that facilitates users with faster transactions at very low 

transaction fees. It is the best alternative to handle network congestion 

and gas fee issues. It renders an excellent space to create DApps and 

other DeFi protocols. It makes the supreme use of smart contracts to 

automate the process. It is a pre-written set of codes that executes the 

operation automatically when conditions are met.

Some of the benefits of Binance Smart Chain include

• Binance DEX, the leading decentralized exchange, provides a rich and 

growing digital asset ecosystem powered by blockchain technology.

• Cheap transaction fees of 1 cent.

• High speed, producing a block every 3 seconds

• DeFi interoperability.

• A supportive Binance ecosystem.

• A flourishing ecosystem of millions of users across Binance DEX

• A welcoming network of major crypto projects

Highlights of BSC

• EVM compatible

• Proof-of-Stake Authority

• Cross-chain transfer

• Cross-Chain Contact Event (Trade, transfer, and support)

• Highly performant
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TECHNOLOGY STACK BEHIND COINSFEE

3.    Cryptocurrencies
A digital form of money built on a decentralized ledger is termed as 

cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies have some in-built advantages over 

fiat currencies. The key feature of the experiment (Invention of Bitcoin) 

was that the planet witnessed the invention of a digital currency that can 

perform without the control of the government or any central authority 

computing on a decentralized P2P network leveraging a blockchain. 

Cryptocurrencies are designed in such a manner, that it offers bundles of 

benefits in payment transactions.

Here is the list of benefits

• User anonymity

• Discretion

• Peer-to-peer focus

• Elimination of the third party

• Very low transaction fees

• Mobile payments can be done efficiently

• Accessibility

Now, international payments are very handy without incurring high 

transaction fees. Likewise, cryptocurrencies are also acting as resisting 

counterfeiting and fraud, which makes it more trustworthy.



v CoinsFee was developed using the Binance Smart 

Chain. ensuring maximum security with high liquidity and low 

transaction fees.

v CoinsFee will power FastCoin Exchange. This is a 

measure that was put in place by the experts of the 

FastCoin group to serve as a tool that will ensure that users 

of FastCoin Exchange are entitled to enormous discounts while 

trading, swapping, withdrawing, buying, selling etc. on the 

FastCoin Exchange.

v Cost-effective: The CoinsFee was introduced to serve as a 

utility token on the FastCoin Exchange which will give up to 

75% discount for users.

v Customer satisfaction: CoinsFee is 

created with 100% attention in ensuring that the best 

services are delivered in the fastest and most 

convenient manner.

v Integrity: With CoinsFee, we 

serve with accountability, transparency, trust, honesty 

and consistency.

v Professionalism: FastCoin group comprises the best brains in 

the blockchain industry and are still aspiring to always employ 

the services of more professionals.

v Excellence: FastCoin group team always strives to offer better 

service and is committed to 

continuous improvement. CoinsFee will ensure 

a smooth payment experience.

WHY COINSFEE
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CoinsFee Token futures that goes beyond

the FastCoin Exchange.

v Card payments: CoinsFee Token (FEE) can be the 

form of payment for a crypto card.

v Payment processing: Merchants can offer CoinsFee Token (FEE) 

as a means of payment for 

customers, offering more flexibility in payment methods.

v Booking travel arrangements: CoinsFee Token (FEE) can be 

used to book hotels and flights on select websites.

v Loans and transfers: CoinsFee Token (FEE) can be used as 

collateral for loans on certain platforms. Also, there could be apps 

that allow users to split bills and pay friends and family through 

CoinsFee Token.
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TOKENOMICS
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USER FLOW & DESIGN
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The FastCoin Express and CoinsFee

Launchpad platforms are user-friendly

with a variety of custom features on the

dashboard. Our platform is easy to use 

and is devoid of ambiguous statements

that might confuse users.

TOKEN BURN STRATEGY

We will burn tokens after the company 

becomes profitable to support 

asset price growth and value

increase. We will provide evidence

that tokens were burned.
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Obner Mozarino
(Co-founder & CEO)

A technology enthusiast with over 7 years of

experience in blockchain and cryptocurrency.  Holds a 

bachelor degree in Network and Communications from 

the University of Westminster in London.

Co-founded the FastCoin Group in 2019 and has since 

been working and consulting with many fintech brands 

for the development of current and future based 

technology. Has spearheaded the development of the 

CoinsFee token.

Sergio Pinheiro
(Co-founder & CFO)

With over 8 years of experience in blockchain and 

cryptocurrency technology, vast experience working 

and consulting with many fintech brands for the 

development of current and future based technology. 

Co-founded the FastCoin Group in 2019 and has 

contributed a lot to the development of CoinsFee

THE FOUNDERS
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The legal status of digital tokens is still under development in 

various jurisdictions. New laws and regulations may change 

the way tokens operate. Therefore, we cannot guarantee that 

we will be able to implement some features of the CoinsFee 

platform, and we reserve the right to amend the terms of the 

Token sale accordingly.

The CoinsFee token is a utility token designed to support 

transactions on the FastCoin Exchange platform and to 

receive transaction and maintenance fees to compensate for 

the service.  We do not recommend buying the CoinsFee 

token for speculative investment purposes. The CoinsFee 

tokens do not give equity in any company, nor voting rights 

or dividend rights. The tokens were issued through Binance 

smart chain (BSC). With the smart contract number 

(0x1ec3bb50d5f315524c70e6d2124cedcde232ad68)

DISCLAIMER
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LEGAL CONSIDERATION

The Company has used reasonable endeavours to approach the 

Token Sale responsibly and sensibly.

v Given the legal uncertainty of distributed ledger 

technologies businesses and activities as well as for 

cryptocurrencies and cryptocurrency-related businesses and 

activities in several jurisdictions, the Company has spent 

time and resources to consider its business approach and 

where it proposes to operate now and in the future.

v The FastCoin Group will use reasonable commercial 

endeavours to be responsive and compliant in the face of 

any regulatory inquiry.
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CONTACT

If you have any queries regarding COINSFEE ICO or our mission 

please do not hesitate to contact us. 

We would be happy to provide you with the details you need.

You can reach out to us through any one of the following mediums:

Website CoinsFee.com

Telegram t.me/CoinsFee

Email info@CoinsFee.com

Twitter twitter.com/FastCoin5

Facebook facebook.com/FastCoinExpress

Instagram instagram.com/Fastcoin.Express

LinkedIn linkedin.com/company/FastCoin-ou


